We devote our energies and resources to the analysis and definition of risks within companies, of any dimensional class and activity sector with great passion and expertise and we undertake to protect:

- **The Workers**, adapting prevention and protection measures, in the area of safety and health, to safeguard and improve the conditions in which they operate.

- **The Business Assets**, movable and immovable property, preserving them from fire hazard with planning and implementation of the most recent fire protection systems.

- **The Business**, measuring and improving the performance indexes, defining the best and most efficient management systems of Quality, Safety, Environment and adopting Organizational Models D. Lgs. 232/01, to ensure business continuity;

- **The General Public**, carrying out actions to reduce emissions, discharges and business waste environment impact.

We are pleased to briefly illustrate our professional services as follows:

- **Safety in the workplace** (Compliance D. Lgs. 81/08 and taking on of assignment R.S.P.P.)

- **Planning of fire-prevention safety systems** (Asseveration S.C.I.A)

- **Safety in building sites** (Taking on of assignment C.S.P – C.S.E.)

- **Quality/Environment/Safety management systems** (ISO 9001 – 14001 – 45001)

- **Privacy** (Accountability Reg. EU 679/16)

- **Education**, in a classroom, by our company and in the business, even adopting the technique of Role Playing and of Educational Breaks.

We are available for a meeting to personally present the advantages of our specialization in the manufacturing / industrial sector, which we can introduce into your organization, besides the economic advantages:

- Discount on annual premium fare INAIL (Model OT/23)

- Straight grants (Bando ISI INAIL)

- Contributions paid for vocational training (Direct management with Interprofessional Funds) arising from correct, multidisciplinary management of the following issues: SAFETY, QUALITY, ENVIRONMENT, FIREFIGHTING AND EDUCATION.